US Sports Camps and Vogelsinger Soccer Academy Prepares for its 54th Summer

_The Nike Vogelsinger Soccer Academy celebrates its 54th year of training some of the best and most dedicated soccer athletes from across the globe._

SAN RAFAEL, Calif. (PRWEB) April 11, 2019 -- This summer offers the same outstanding technical progression training program, the foundation of what has made the Vogelsinger Academy stand apart from other soccer camps. New this year is the addition of weekly position training, in addition to the traditional and detailed technical and tactical study of this great game.

“We have listened and responded to our players, requesting more of the positional/tactical aspects of soccer training each week. In years past these skills have been emphasized more heavily on certain weeks versus others,” says Jan O’Connor VP of Vogelsinger Soccer Academy. “This summer players will train in dynamic sessions, taught in realistic individual technical skill sequences. Campers have the opportunity to learn all of these aspects regardless of the week they attend.”

Vogelsinger Soccer Academy returns this summer 2019 to its four locations across the U.S. UC Santa Barbara, CA; The Pennington School, NJ; Carthage College, Kenosha, WI & The Brooks School, North Andover, MA.

Players, Coaches, and parents interested in learning more about the Nike Vogelsinger Soccer Academies can visit the website _www.vogelsingersoccer.com/_ or _www.ussportscamps.com/soccer_

About US Sports Camps

US Sports Camps (USSC), headquartered in San Rafael, California, is America's largest sports camp network and the licensed operator of NIKE Sports Camps. Celebrating over 40 years of summer camp training, the company has offered summer camps with the same mission that defines it today: to shape a lifelong enjoyment of athletics through high quality sports education and skill enhancement.
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